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To stop Covid-19, more and more hospitals are using Oxygen-Ozone 
 

April 6, 2020 

In the last few days several media have talked about hospitals that are using ozone oxygen therapy to 

treat the sick and stop the contagion of Covid-19.  

 

At the Policlinico di Roma, Prof. Francesco Pugliese, after receiving the favourable opinion of the Ethics 

Committee, announced the start of ozone therapy, with a protocol that - according to press sources - 

provides for the ozonization of 200 millilitres of blood which is then reinfused on 50 patients found 

positive for the virus.  

 

At the Hospital of Udine, Dr. Amato De Monte, director of the anaesthesia and resuscitation department 

of Santa Maria della Misericordia, explained that, out of 36 Covid-19 positive patients treated with 

ozone therapy, 35 were discharged and one entered the intensive care unit. 

 

In the television program "Petrolio" directed by Duilio Giammaria, aired on April 4, Dr. Francesco De 

Caro explained that ozone is highly effective against bacteria and viruses, so in the hospital where he 

works it has been used to fight antibiotic resistance, and now he suggests to use it also against Covid-19. 

 

In this context, it is important to spread the knowledge that the Scientific Society of Oxygen Ozone 

Therapy (SIOOT) has drawn up a very detailed medical protocol to treat Covid-19 patients. 

 

There are 17 Italian hospitals that are currently practicing this protocol. 

 

A first report has already been published and distributed in English and Spanish. These are the results of 

11 patients, seriously and very seriously affected by Covid-19. In just 5 days of oxygen ozone therapy, 

administered with the SIOOT protocol, they all improved significantly. Of the five intubates, one was 

extubated. Of the less serious patients, one was healed immediately and discharged. The only one who 

died was in very serious condition: the virus had already damaged several vital organs and it was 

impossible to save him. 

 

In order to try to understand and know more about the progression of treatment, we asked some 

questions to Prof. Marianno Franzini, International President of SIOOT, who announced that, towards 

the end of the week, he will have the data of 15 hospitals that are using Ozone Oxygen Therapy to treat 

Covid-19 positive people. 

 

According to Franzini, the results are very good and we could save many more people if ozone therapy 

was practiced on patients in intermediate conditions and not only on those in serious or very serious 

conditions. 
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"It would be necessary - he stressed - to practice oxygen ozone therapy immediately to people who are 

positive, in order to heal them quickly and prevent them from getting worse". 

 

In order to radically stop the spread of the virus, Prof. Franzini proposed to change strategy and to go 

home to treat asymptomatic people, people who have the first symptoms and positive with a mild 

course. 

 

For the International President of SIOOT, 4/6 ozone oxygen treatments over the course of 8/15 days are 

sufficient to cure patients treated at home. 

 

This could radically reduce the number of hospitalizations and treatments in intensive care. 

 

"In this way, together with ozone sanitization of the environment - concluded Franzini - we could defeat 

the pandemic in a short time". 

 

 

For any in-depth study and to have the SIOOT protocol for the treatment with ozone oxygen of Covid-

19: 

 

Tel. and Fax: 035 19910105 

 

Email: info@ossigenoozono.it 

 

Website:  

http://www.ossigenoozono.it 
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